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Genre: Reggae
Album: Dancehall Killers Volume 1
Country: France
Released: 1995
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MP3 version RAR size: 1245 mb
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Rating: 4.4
Votes: 825
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Tracklist

1  –Admiral Tibet  I Am The Water
2  –Captain Barkey & Jennifer Lara  Private Call
3  –Sanchez  Lonesome Country Boy
4  –Captain Barkey & Wickerman  Put It Down
5  –Yammie Bowlo*  Isn't She Lovely
6  –Reggie Stepper  Modelling
7  –Super Black & Major Cat  Nanny Goat
8  –Bunny General  G.C.T. Punany
9  –Lecturer  Gal You Mean It
10 –General T.K.  Long Donkey Meat
11 –Tiger  Stop Chat
12 –Cobra*  Big It Up
13 –Thriller U  Will You Hold Me
14 –Poison Chang  A Murda

Credits

• Presenter – King Jammy’s*

Barcode and Other Identifiers

• Barcode: 3507517920621
### Related Music albums to *Dancehall Killers Volume 1* by King Jammy's

- **King Jammy's Presents Various - Sleng-Teng Extravaganza**
- **Capt. Barkey & Lara - Private Call**
- **Prince Jammy - Dub Culture**
- **General B / Captain Barkey - Mr. Boasy & Friend / Hand Up Deh**
- **Various - 5 The Hard Way D.J. Clash '86**
- **King Jammy - A Man & His Music (Volume 1 Roots & Harmony Style)**
- **Various - Yammie Music, Inc. Presents A Conglomeration Of Artistes Volume Two**
- **Various - Super Stars Hit Parade Volume 7**
- **Various - More Jammy$ From The Roots**
- **Flourgon, Captain Barkey, Little Twitch, Wickerman - The Shipment / Outdated**